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Time is passing and we have reached the May 2021 issue 
of Coam Slide & Video Magazine. 
Our journey through technologies, devices and products applied 
in the design, construction and operation of elevators and hoists 
is passing through countries, eras and technologies.

In our time innovation is the watchword, and in COAM we 
pronounce it every day, innovating production processes and 
design techniques, developing systems for vertical transport that 
are increasingly integrated into the building landscape and are 
compatible with environmental sustainability and human life.

From our design offices and from the collaboration with 
Elmo - manufacturer of important electronic devices for elevators 
and hoists -, Eng. Giuseppe Coldani and the technicians 
employed in our workshops, was born the project "Effy", a 
project that we’ve talked about since a few months on the pages 
of Coam Slide & Video Magazine and that is giving us 
satisfaction both in Italy, also thanks to the economic policies put 
in place to promote innovation and energy efficiency of buildings, 
and also abroad and especially in countries where sensitivity to 
issues such as sustainability of production, energy saving with its 
efficiency and technological innovation are always at the center 
of attention of entrepreneurs, managers and companies both 
small and huge.

Despite the difficult time that the whole world is 
experiencing as a result of the pandemic, we have always been 
able to produce and bring innovation to both the domestic and 
foreign markets where COAM has been operating for many 
decades, always opening new collaborations with companies that 
design, build and install hydraulic lifts. And not only that: thanks 
to the collaboration with the big elevator brands, also in this 
period we participated in the construction of special installations 
in very interesting locations.

COAM, however, also looks beyond the world of hydraulic 
elevators and thanks to consolidated collaborations with brands 
close to us, such as the "Primo Italian Machine" www.primolift.it, 
a company specialized in the distribution of components for 
electric elevators, we are seeing that the world of vertical 
transport is evolving more and more. In particular, in this issue it 
is interesting to see how elevators and hydraulic hoists, always 
considered for important or particularly complex contexts, are 
now increasingly integrated into contexts such as residential real 
estate, even small ones.   

Engr. Marco Santel
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Editorial by the technical director 
of Coam Hub

https://www.coamhub.it

Engr. Marco Santell

http://www.primolift.it/
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Energy efficiency of buildings

The operation of elevators in condominiums, commercial buildings, in large receptive or 
public places such as hospitals, museums, executive offices, etc.  produce a not negligible 
consumption of electricity, in addition to the power commitment of the meter that carries with it 
fixed expenses, even those not negligible.

Up to now this problem has affected all types of lifts and hoists, but in particular those 
hydraulically driven, the classic lifts ultra safe and durable piston driven.
Today, elevators are increasingly integrated into homes, both in single homes and in 
condominiums of all sizes, from small to maxi.

COAM is a manufacturer of components for hydraulic lifts, the same that supplied the 
components for the construction of famous lifts installed in prestigious places, like the circular 
one installed inside the glass pyramid of the Louvre Museum in Paris, the elevator of the British 
Museum, the elevator of the Museum of Doha, to name a few.

COAM is present on the market always proposing innovations in the field of vertical 
transport, the challenge that is ongoing today is that of energy saving and efficiency of plants, 
and COAM is the protagonist with the Effy solution, a voltage variator that intelligently manages 
the electrical systems and consumption during the operation of lifts and hydraulic hoists.

https://youtu.be/gFIwLG1hisA


Electricity is the one that also moves the vertical journeys of people and things and it 
is electricity that operates elevators and hoists.
The hydraulic lift and hoist components of the Effy line have been manufactured and tested 
for the energy efficiency of hydraulically driven elevators and hoists. 

Thanks to the voltage variator that drastically reduces the power consumption in the 
starting phase and the quality of the components of the Effy line, COAM confirms itself as 
an innovative company even these times, where the keyword and the commitment of 
everyone is energy efficiency according to the saving of sources of supply and economic 
savings in the bill but, at the same time, the increase in comfort in vertical travel, the safety 
and accuracy of the movements that a hydraulic lift or hoist can offer. 

The Effy line of components produced by COAM is adopted by the major and most 
prestigious companies of design, production and assembly of vertical handling systems, 
such as elevators and hoists of all sizes and of all capacities.

Respect for the environment requires us to learn
to save energy
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In-depth video and technical 
report to evaluate the use of the 
Effy device and COAM 
components.              ►

https://youtu.be/BwRIX9nJH8k
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Without disturbing Shakespeare, when installing an elevator the choice between a 
hydraulic and an electric installation is important. In this video that comes from a country with a 
high technological vocation and innovation like Australia, we see an interesting graphic 
animation that compares the two systems.

Normally a hydraulic system has a very simple design, lasts over time and is very 
robust, and that on average requires less extraordinary interventions than a rope lift. 

Both the hydraulic and the electric rope are two technologically advanced systems, but 
the hydraulic is having a great revaluation thanks to the components of the Effy line, designed 
for the energy efficiency of plants because it determines a significant saving of electricity 
during the operation of the plant. 

In addition, the oil pump and the main controller are easier to fix, this determines a great 
flexibility of use especially in particular contexts, where the spaces for the installation of an 
elevator are more difficult to find.

A very important topic is also that one concerning the noise of the system in the context 
in which it is installed, thanks to the fact that the pump and the control unit can also be 
accommodated relatively far from the elevator shaft that they have to operate, thanks to the oil 
pipe that offers this opportunity. 

Be hydraulic or be electric, 
that’s the problem

Choosing between Gearless & 
Hydraulic Elevators Drive System ►

https://youtu.be/jTB4VQgvUx0


Schindler brings innovation in elevator installation processes with the robotic lift 
installation system named (R.I.S.E).

The company, which has always been a leader in technology and in the search for 
innovative solutions, is strongly committed to the technological development of horizontal 
transport of people, proposing solutions that are oriented to the cities of tomorrow. 

Schindler’s R.I.S.E system combines artificial intelligence and technology in the safe 
and precise installation of elevators, thus adopting a higher rate of automation and 
digitization in the elevator industry.

Schindler Robotic Installation System for Elevators (R.I.S.E)
https://www.schindler.com/com/internet/en/mobility-solutions/innovations/robotic-installation-system-for-elevators.html 
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Innovation in installation processes
by Schindler

https://www.schindler.com/com/internet/en/mobility-solutions/innovations/robotic-installation-system-for-elevators.html
https://youtu.be/TcxwmLfBAvo
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Today, hydraulic elevators are increasingly the 
protagonists of residential vertical handling

▼ Cambridge Elevating - Daily Planet Home Elevator "How To"- on YouTube

Hydraulic elevators are increasingly used even in small contexts, because they are 
long-lasting, safe and today, with the new technologies, are definitely interesting also in terms 
of the energy efficiency of buildings.

Let’s see how the company Cambridge Elevating presented the fitting of one of its 
residential hydraulic lifts in a private housing setting, And it’s thanks to this video that the 
Daily Planet has shown domestic elevation with hydraulic elevators, which until now have 
been used practically in much more demanding contexts. 

Watch this video on home elevation on Youtube, where Alan Nursal with Derek Moorse 
from Cambridge Elevating, presents in a very simple and effective way the installation of this 
domestic hydraulic elevator.

https://youtu.be/UrTFolUYYM4
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Coam’s Time Machine Slide and Video Magazine takes us to Norway, where since 
1978 a car lift has been operating that transports vehicles vertically, and at the end of the 
ride they merge into a turntable. 

The video was recorded on 5 April 2016 by Elevators from Finland and is published 
on Youtube on the Heritage Elevators channel.

Interesting to see the majesty of the elevator, the location and the machine room as 
conceived at that time and still very performing.
 

Location: Kongens Gate 9, Oslo, Norway - Manufacturer: Reber Schindler (DEVE) - Year: 1978
Serial: 103814 (Reber Schindler), K-77935 (DEVE) 

Type: Holeless telescope hydraulic, relay controller - Capacity: 8000 kg -Stops: 2.

A time travel in Norway in the engine room of a 1978 
Reber Schindler

https://youtu.be/-sbFKCy8WNc
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COAM, a manufacturer of hydraulic lift and hoist components, adopts the Blain 
Hydraulics control valves.

The reliability of these valves and the diffusion of this technology in the most varied 
contexts of the vertical handling of people and things, with the help of hydraulic systems, 
has pushed us to adopt these valves also in the project Effy, the system for energy 
efficiency of hydraulic lifts and hoists.

Below we see an official video presentation of Blain Hydraulics control valves that 
explains the distinctive features of these devices employed by us. 

COAM & Blain for vertical travel
always more comfortable and safe

▼ What are the distinguishing features of Blain Hydraulics control valves?

https://youtu.be/3JqiPsdtSdk
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In this video we can see a hydraulic two-piston elevator made by the Indian company 
Aery Elevators.

Aery Elevators is an ISO 9001:2008 certified company for design, production of 
quality products and safety standards according to IS 14665. 

The two-piston solutions are used in particular cases where a high flow rate and very 
high performances of stability are required during the ride, the starts and stops of the 
loading cabin.

More information is available on the company’s website www.aeryelevator.com 

Two Piston Hydraulic lift

▼ Two piston hydraulic freight elevator by Aery Elevators

http://www.aeryelevator.com/
https://youtu.be/uF3O1p_oosQ
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This magazine is not a newspaper and it's not published periodically

The images published in this Magazine are taken from the videos mentioned in the articles or bought from Freepik.com

COAM is not responsible and cannot have control over the sites included and linked in this PDF.

Privacy disclaimer: http://www.coam-spa.com/privacy/

COAM House Organ dedicated to information about technologies, 
sustainability, solutions, design and events in the area of the vertical lifting
of people and goods through the use of hydraulic elevators and car lifts.
Review of videos, information and images from all over the world.
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Notes: In Coam Hub periodic webinars dedicated to vertical transport technologies are 
waiting for you. Participation is for operators in the sector in https://www.coamhub.it - the 
subscription is free.

Do you want us to talk about you? Tell us what you’re doing, which technologies you use 
and which solutions you present in the elevator area and in the vertical lifting of people and 
goods.

Technicians, designers, entrepreneurs and company managers who wish to be contacted 
to illustrate solutions, products, projects and offers for the webinar or for communication 
campaigns towards B2B market can contact the editorial office. Interviews, articles and 
editorials are free and published at our discretion.



COAM S.r.l.
Via Noalese Sud, 66

30030 Mellaredo di Pianiga (VE) - Italy
Tel:++39 041 46.89.66 - Fax: ++39 041 46.84.63

email: info@coam-spa.com 
www.coam-spa.com 

tel://0039041468966/
mailto:info@coam-spa.com
http://www.coam-spa.com/
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